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stylish, energy
efficient, sustainable
electric heating
solutions with smart,
app-enabled controls

wow I`m a
blackboard
heater

completely changing the way
we heat ourselves

The future
of heating is
efficient, low
energy electric
heating

Renewable Energy

Battery Storage

Reducing Energy
Consumption

Climate Change

Smart Controls

Choosing an Energy Supplier that offers
100% renewable electricity is a fantastic
sustainable option, providing zero
carbon heating.
If you are able to add your own on-site
generation, such as solar PV, then
integrating Infrared with solar can reduce
your energy bill. As solar battery storage
develops the Herschel fit with solar will
become increasingly attractive.

The future of heating
is Herschel.
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Savvy Consumers

how it works
what is Infrared heat?
Infrared is radiant heat, it’s the same feeling of warmth as the winter sun on your face and the
heat from a coal fire. It is even the same form of heat emitted by your own body. It is the most
basic form of heating known to man.
Today, new technology, in the form of our 100% energy efficient, Herschel Infrared heating,
is allowing us to use radiant heating once more in a stylish, comfortable and highly
controllable way.
It’s the same heat we feel from an environment warmed by the sun, and the wavelength most
efficiently absorbed by the body. It is 100% safe and natural (it’s UV that is harmful, not infrared).

Make your room a 360° radiator

Radiant vs Convection

In a cold room the building will ‘take’
your body heat and make you feel cold.
However, if we use Herschel Infrared to
directly heat the walls, floor and ceiling of
a building (the ‘thermal mass’) the room
will stop taking away our body heat, and
radiate back the infrared heat, making
us feel warm. Once the thermal mass of
the building is warm (>17°C), the heater
only needs to be on to top up. This is why
Herschel SAVES ENERGY.

Because they heat the air, even the best
market leading “low consumption” digital
electric convection radiators need around
40wm3. Herschel infrared panels do not
heat the air and so typically only need
25wm3. Both Herschel and digital electric
radiators run for around 40% of the
required heating period (often referred to
as the “effective power”). That’s a massive
saving of 37% on electricity consumption
by Herschel with even higher savings of
up to 60% compared to electric storage
heaters.
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comparison
of heating
technologies
Compared with new
technologies such as heat pumps
HERSCHEL INFRARED OFFERS
SIGNIFICANTLY QUICKER
PAYBACK TIMES due to the
lower costs of installation and
lower maintenance.

Delivers up to 60%
savings on energy
usage over traditional
forms of electric
heating.
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Typical 3 Bed House - Total annual cost of ownership comparison
Increasingly Radiates

Electric Underfloor
with zone controls
£1,508

Herschel
Infrared Heating
£804

Gas
Central Heating
£608

Reversible air-con
(Split heatpump)
£881

Biomass
Central Heating
£1,209
Air-water
Heat Pump
Central Heating
£977

High-efficiency
Electric convector
with unit
thermostat controls
£1,322

Modern Electric
Night Storage
with automatic
controls
£1,734

Increasingly Convects
£££

Cost Per Year

£,£££

How Herschel Infrared compares
vs Heatpumps

vs Night storage heaters

vs Biomass

n 	much cheaper

n

far more economical
much better control
n	
does not require
Economy 7
n	 much nicer looking

n	no central boiler

purchase price
n	 lower installation costs
n 	 no ongoing maintenance
n no noisy fan
n no plumbing / leaks

– noise, space

n

n	significantly cheaper

purchase price
no maintenance
n	no ordering, delivery and
storage of pellets / fuel
n 	 no plumbing / leaks
n

Total cost of ownership includes purchase, installation, maintenance, replacement and annual running costs.
All figures taken from manufacturer websites and UK Energy Savings Trust calculations for a 3 bedroom house. RHI and other grants not included.

iQ control system
Flexible control with Herschel heaters ensures you manage optimum comfort
levels and maximise energy efficiency. Our Herschel iQ system provides the
maximum flexibility, using the latest wireless technology to turn your new
Herschel infrared heaters into a cutting edge, smart, energy-saving heating
system. No-one else offers this winning combination of our stylish and efficient
heaters with such a comprehensive and cost effective control system.
The first control system to be designed specifically for infrared heating, our
Herschel iQ thermostats are simple to operate, can be fully programmed and
wirelessly linked with your Herschel heaters on a stand-alone basis. For central
control, our brand new Herschel iQ Hub lets you control all your heaters in the
property remotely from an app.
Incorporating open window technology and adaptive start, to meet new
Ecodesign (Lot 20) Legislative requirements from January 2018, Herschel iQ is
innovation at its best.

make your property
smart, warm and
energy efficient

iQ T1 Room Thermostat
(with R1 Receiver)

iQ R1 Receiver

Herschel iQ App

HERSCHEL is at
the forefront of innovation
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testimonials

case studies
Independent Field Trial at a leading UK
national hotel chain
Key findings for February 1st to April 30th 2016

4Existing convector heaters consumed c.21.5%
more energy on average than Herschel Select XL

4Higher savings for Herschel on colder days <5C
and in rooms with more external walls (28%)

4Average 0.8kw per room per day saving =
190kwh per room per annum = £26 per room per
annum saving*
“ I wanted an efficient, cost effective and easy to
install electric heating solution to complement
a solar PV installation for my recent eco selfbuild in Cornwall and the Herschel infrared
panels fitted the brief perfectly”.
“The panels are exceeding expectation, the
house is warm and comfortable. The internet
control is fantastic, allowing us to pre-heat the
house before anyone arrives and we can check
the temperatures of rooms when no one is
there, giving us peace of mind”.

4Estimated annual saving would be £1.2m per
annum across entire estate**
Positive customer feedback
n“more comfortable than convector heaters”
n “no noise”
n “heats very quickly”
n“more stable with less need to adjust thermostat”

The client created a low carbon home that
combined solar PV with high levels of insulation
throughout, an MHRV system, passive solar gain
and Herschel infrared heating panels.

Charlie Luxton,

Inspire Panels, December 2016
Image shows
Inspire White
(above and
bottom right)
and Select XL
(above right)
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“Herschel ticked all the boxes and was competitive
against alternative heating options, significantly so
in many cases. Electricity is currently 3 times the price
of oil and gas but I have found that throughout this
past winter we have been more than 3 times efficient
while being warmer and more comfortable”.

“They have proved great for our staff morale,
are very safe and overcome the challenges on
our site around airflow and stratification. A
very elegant solution. Thanks for such a great
product and the advice around the installation”

City of Westminster College,
December 2016

Mr Crocker, April 2018
Eco House

* Based on 34 weeks heating season (per Energy Saving Trust).
** Hotel chain has 44,000 UK rooms with electric convection heating

Herschel Heaters
We have infrared heaters for commercial, industrial, domestic and outdoor
applications. We guarantee our heaters for up to 10 years. Made of the
highest quality components, our heaters are built to last. They are subject
to rigorous testing by TÜV or equivalent bodies and, for the UK market, are
specifically optimised for UK voltage.

product
range

Panels
Our panel heaters are ultra slimline, with large surface areas, specially designed
for heating rooms.
They can be ceiling or wall mounted and a number of designs are available
including standard white, glass, mirrors, and even bespoke pictures.

Space Heating

Image shows
Black Pulsar

Our space heating range, indoor and outdoor, for commercial & industrial
application including hotels, cafés and restaurants, offices, schools, warehouses,
churches and garages, ANY application.
Indoor Space Heaters
Public spaces - for heating areas which are in the public eye such as retail space, halls, large reception
areas, bars, restaurants, churches. Our designer space heaters including Aspect XL, Summit, Pulsar
and California are perfect.
Warehouse and industrial areas – where aesthetics are less important such as industrial units,
maintenance bays, warehouse packing areas, factories and workshops, choose between Advantage
IR3, IRP4, IR360 or Colorado.
Outdoor Space Heaters
For exposed outdoor areas we recommend warm glow heaters from our Sunset range: California and
Colorado. For sheltered outdoor areas, choose Summit or Aspect XL, from our stylish zero light range.
Why not Mix and Match? Choose zero light for your covered, sheltered areas and warm glow
Sunset heaters for more exposed, draughty areas? Energy efficient heating for indoor-outdoor living.

Image shows California Silver
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Herschel
Panel Heaters
Inspire Picture
750W
Select XL
600W

Herschel Panel Heating
Choose and combine from our extensive range of designs all of
which are suitable for:

Select

Select XL Inspire

Wall and ceiling

4

4

4

any property type and age
nnew builds and retrofits / replacement systems
nbedrooms, living areas, bathrooms, conservatories, extensions,
hallways, any application
ndifferent budgets

White finish

4

4

4

Insulated

4

4

4

Frameless

4

4

Aluminium construction

4

4

Choose from:
Inspire, our premium frameless range from Germany, available in
the widest range of finishes and complete with a 10 year guarantee.
Select XL, our performance range featuring our specially-developed
Herschel COSIX Cell technology heating element and unique
EASYFIX mounting system.
Select, our popular standard range, offering all the benefits of Far
Infrared at great value.
All of our panel ranges are fully tested by TÜV to GS, CE and
international electrical Safety Standards.

Easyfix mounting

n
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Panel ranges

4

4

Glass

4

4

Mirror

4

4

Picture

4

Blackboard

4

10 year warranty**

*

*
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*Select and Select XL both come with 5 year warranty
** All warranties require online registration. Refer to the warranty
policy on Herschel-infrared.com for more detail including exclusions

Panel Heaters INSPIRE premium range

Technology
Image shows
Inspire Picture
250W – 1200W

Manufactured to the highest standards in Germany, our
premium Inspire range is available in the widest variety of
different surfaces and finishes and comes complete with a
10 year warranty. Customise your own panel with a family
portrait, a favourite photo, or even your child’s artwork
or choose from our own specially selected designs.
The mirror panel can be placed in humid areas without
condensation forming on the glass.
Application
Inspire panels combine warmth with functional purpose,
a sophisticated design that looks equally good in living
areas, bedrooms or bathrooms and is also suitable for
offices, hotels and other commercial applications.
Inspire White
Discreet heating for wall or
ceiling mounting, including
sizes specially designed for
conservatories
250W - 1250W
Inspire Mirror

Power:

250 – 1250W

Finishes: 	White aluminium, picture, mirror, white
or black glass, blackboard, frameless
Rear panel: 	Sheet steel, powder-coated,
mounting points
Protection class: IP 54

Add warmth to your room
with a sophisticated mirror
250W – 1250W

Inspire Glass or Blackboard

Zero light, silent, maintenance free, long lifetime

Add warm elegance to
your room with a stylish
white or black glass finish
or practical blackboard

Optional frame for Picture and Mirror.

350W – 900W

Certification:
Warranty:

10 years*

*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for
more detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information
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Technology

Panel Heaters SELECT XL performance range
Image shows
Select XL
Mirror panel

With a highly efficient heating element, Herschel’s new
unique easy-fix mounting system, high quality finish and
affordable comfort, the innovative and frameless Select
XL range offers a fantastic combination of performance,
quality and price.
Application
Available in a number of different sizes, power options
and finishes, with options for both wall and ceiling
mounting, the Select XL is suitable for residential use and
offices as well as student accommodation, schools
and hotels.
Select XL White
For heating that
blends in with the
background
250W - 1000W

Select XL Glass
For an attractive high
gloss finish in white
or black
Power:

250 - 1000W

Finishes:	White aluminium, white or black glass,
mirror, frameless
Element:

Herschel COSIX© Cell

Rear panel:

Herschel EASY-FIX mounting system

Protection class: IP 44 (white), IP 45 (glass and mirror)

500W, 700W

Select XL Mirror
A heater and a mirror
that won’t steam up
350W, 500W, 700W

Certification:
Warranty:

5 years*

Zero light, silent, maintenance free, long lifetime
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*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for
more detail including exclusions

Towel rail solutions also available for bathrooms.
Visit our website for details.
See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information.

SELECT INTEGRATED CEILING units are made from the highest quality materials and combine
high energy efficieny with an improved level of heating comfort.

Panel Heaters SELECT standard range
SELECT

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Ceiling

Aluminium
SELECT INTEGRATED CEILING
White
commercial
ceiling
grids,
making
them
suitable
forTechnology
new buildings or reconstruction projects in
HEATING ELEMENT:
Herschel
COSIX©
Cell
SURFACE:
COLOUR:

Aluminium sheet
White powder coated aluminimum frame
The SELECT
INTEGRATED CEILING
SURFACE
TEMPERATURE:
App. 85o C - 95o C
simple and easy to install and
easy toV,control
VOLTAGE:
220-240
50/60 room
Hz by room without wasting energy needlessly
PROTECTION
CLASS:
heating unoccupied
spaces.IP 44
CABLE:
2.5 m power cable with fitted plug
INSTALLATION:
Ceiling
SELECT INTEGRATED CEILING
unitsintegrated
are made from the highest quality materials and combine
high energy efficieny with an improved level of heating comfort.
CERTIFICATES:
REAR PANEL:
FRAME:

Technology
The Select White panel has a white frame and is available
in 3 sizes with the option to wall or ceiling mount. The
perfect range for those wishing to reap all the benefits of
far infrared heating from a lower cost solution.
UP TO
Application
HEAT

IMPROVED
EFFICIENCY

The Herschel Select panels are designed to complement
any environment and are suitable for both domestic and
commercial heating installations. Ideal for bedrooms.
Select White
Wall or ceiling mount
for optimum comfort
at great value

5 -years

WARRANTY:

TECHNICAL
DETAILS
AVAILABLE
MODELS
Aluminium
White
HEATING ELEMENT:
Herschel COSIX© Cell
TechnologyRated
Model
Part No.
Dimensions
Weight
Heated Area
Power
REAR PANEL:
Aluminium sheet
Image shows
FRAME:
White powder coated aluminimum frame
SURFACE TEMPERATURE:
App. 85o C - 95o C
Select White panel
59,5 x 220-240
59,5 x 2,5V,cm
350 W
6 - 8m 2
VOLTAGE: HS350-W
50/60 Hz3,0 kg
PROTECTION CLASS:
IP 44
CABLE:
2.5 m power cable with fitted plug
INSTALLATION:
Ceiling integrated
HS700-W
59,5 x 119,5 x 2,5 cm
7,5 kg
700 W
13 - 15m 2
SURFACE:

SELEC T WHITE

COLOUR:

UP TO
HEAT

IMPROVED
EFFICIENCY

Select Ceiling

CERTIFICATES:

NO WASTED ENERGY MEANS

5 -years

WARRANTY:

EXACTLY THAT

AVAILABLE ENERGY
MODELSSAVINGS
SIGNIFICANT

temperature and energy use.
Rated
Model
Part No.
Dimensions
Weight
Heated Area
Power
Installations using our panels optimally zoned and controlled can save
between 30 – 60% of the
energy consumption of traditional solutions including gas, oil and other electrical solutions.

350W, 540W, 700W

Finishes:

White aluminium, framed

Element:

Herschel COSIX© Cell

Rear panel:

Herschel EASY-FIX mounting system

SELEC T W HITE

Power:

HS350-W

59,5 x 59,5 x 2,5 cm

3,0 kg

350 W

6 - 8m 2

HS700-W

59,5 x 119,5 x 2,5 cm

7,5 kg

700 W

13 - 15m 2

Protection class: IP 44
Certification:
Warranty:

SIGNIFICANT ENERGY SAVINGS

5 years*

temperature and energy use.

Zero light, silent, maintenance free, long lifetime
Installations using our panels optimally zoned and controlled can save between 30 – 60% of the
energy consumption
*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com
forof traditional solutions including gas, oil and other electrical solutions.
more detail including exclusions

350W - 700W

OF THE ELECTRICAL ENERGY
USED BY THE HEATING SYSTEM
IS CONVERTED INTO HEAT

Integrated Ceiling
tiles - see page 12
for more details
350W - 700W

The Future is Electric
- towards a zero
EXACTLY THAT
carbon future
OF THE ELECTRICAL ENERGY
NO WASTED ENERGY MEANS

USED BY THE HEATING SYSTEM
IS CONVERTED INTO HEAT

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information
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Panel Heaters SELECT commercial grid ceiling panels
Image shows office
heated with Select White
Integrated Ceiling panels

Technology
As an integrated ceiling panel, the Select White panels
have been designed to fit discreetly into standard size
commercial ceiling grids allowing full usage of wall and
floor space. Quick and easy to install, they simply drop in
to replace the standard sized ceiling panels. Panel sizes to
fit 600 x 600 mm (350W) and 1200 x 600 mm (700W).
Application
The integrated ceiling panels are ideal to fit into the
ceiling grid of offices and other commercial and public
buildings, classrooms etc. Ideal for new buildings
or reconstruction projects during refurbishment or
remodelling work.

Power:

350W, 700W

Size:

600 x 600 mm and 1200 x 600 mm

Finishes:

White aluminium, framed

Element:

Herschel COSIX© Cell

Rear panel:

Herschel EASY-FIX mounting system

Protection class: IP 44
Certifications:
Warranty:

5 years*

Zero light, silent, maintenance free, long lifetime
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*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for
more detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information

Herschel Space Heating
Our space heaters use infrared technology
for silent operation, long lifetime, solid
state, low maintenance and simple
to install heating solutions. A great
alternative to gas based and convection
based space heating for large commercial
areas delivering energy efficiency and
optimum comfort.
Compared to quartz and halogen
shortwave infrared heaters our space
heating range provides a less intense heat
which is naturally and efficiently absorbed
by people and a far more pleasant heat.

Savings can be achieved through radiant heating
because it is possible to precisely heat only those
areas that require heating, where and when people
are working or relaxing. The ability to create heated
zones can result in significant savings; convection
heating needs to heat the entire space as air cannot be
contained within a required zone.
Within the heated zone you will feel the heat. For an
area around double the heated zone, the far infrared
will be absorbed by the building. If there are sufficient
heaters in the area to build up THERMAL MASS, then
the area will stay warm after the heaters are switched
off, with the heaters subsequently just topping up to
maintain the mean temperature, controlled by
the thermostat.

Zoned Heating
Heat is zoned (directional)
if used individually and
in a targeted manner as
shown. Within the zone
people and objects will be
heated (not the air).

Heat decay
Surface 590°C (100%)
0.5m 90°C (15%)
1m 60°C (10%)

Heat dispersal
85° 9%
60° 50%

Heat can also be “nondirectional” based on
cubic volume of the space
using multiple heaters
and a thermostat.

30° 87%
0° 100%

1.5m 40°C (7%)
2m 25°C (4%)

Image shows Pulsar (top)
and Aspect XL (bottom)
2.1m
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Space Heating ASPECT XL2 & XL3 indoor space heating & outdoor covered areas
Technology
The Herschel Aspect XL consists of 2 or 3 highly emissive
ceramic heating elements mounted in a directional,
reflective grill protected unit. Easy to install, it produces
no red glow and requires very little maintenance.
Application
Designed to be the most stylish heater of its kind, Aspect
XL is particularly suited for those applications where
an aesthetically pleasing solution is preferred. Office
reception areas, shops, hotels, churches, restaurants,
public halls and anywhere within the public eye.
For outdoors, it is ideal where a more permanent heat
is required and is only suitable under covered
sheltered areas.

Power:

1300W, 1950W

Surface:

Black powder coated extruded aluminium

Elements:

2 or 3 black glazed ceramic

Protection class: IP X4
Certifications:
Warranty:

5 years (excludes Ceramic Elements 12 months)*

Zero light, silent, maintenance free, long lifetime
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*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for more
detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information

Space Heating

SUMMIT Indoor-outdoor heating
Technology
Available with remote control, including 2 power
levels and timer, or without remote control, Herschel’s
powerful 2.6 kW Kanthal heating element produces
effective, comfort heating.
Application
The discreet, slimline Summit is a fantastic solution
for the commercial market looking for high power
and installation flexibility (wall or ceiling mounting
available).

Power:
2600W, 2 power settings plus 9 hour timer
Control:
Available with or without remote control
Body:
Extruded anodised aluminium
Heating Element: Herschel Kanthal AF
Dimensions:	1400 x 160 x 45mm SUMMIT 2600, non remote
1450 x 160 x 45mm SUMMIT 2600R, with remote
Protection:
IP65
Area heated:
Up to 9m2 outdoors
Warranty:
2 years (excludes remote control)*
Certifications:
*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for more
detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information
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Space Heating CALIFORNIA Sunset Range, warm glow, indoor-outdoor heating
Technology
The powerful 2kW carbon lamp is energy efficient,
produces a pleasantly warm and soft glow and has
a long lifetime. Complete with remote control, 2
power levels and timer function.
Application
Available in 3 different colour options: silver, gold
and black. The California is perfect for outdoor
socialising, at home or in restaurants and bar zones.
Recommended for people who are looking for fast
and powerful instant heat without the fierce and
invasive light of most quartz or halogen heater on
the market.
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Power:
2000W, 2 power settings plus 9 hour timer
Control:
With remote control
Body:
Extruded anodised aluminium
Heating Element: Ultra long life Carbon heating lamp (up to10,000 hours)
Dimensions:
780 x 125 x 135mm
Protection:
IP65
Area heated:
Up to 9m2 outdoors
Warranty:
2 years (excludes lamp & remote control)*
Safety:
Tip over protection, overheat protection
Certifications:
*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for more detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information

Space Heating COLORADO Sunset Range, warm glow, indoor-outdoor heating
Application
The Herschel Colorado, with its tasteful and sleek
design, is a powerful heater suitable for uncovered
outdoor areas that are relatively sheltered from
airflow. Its smart, black, aluminium powder coated
finish makes it suitable in appearance for both
domestic and commercial settings.
Technology
The Colorado features Herschel’s powerful 2.5kW,
energy efficient long life carbon lamp, available with
remote control and 4 power settings, or without
remote. The warm glow produced by the Colorado
is very pleasant and will keep you comfortably warm.

Power:
Control:
Body:
Heating Element:
Dimensions:
Protection:
Area heated:
Warranty:
Safety:
Certifications:

2500W, 4 power settings plus 9 hour timer
Available with or without remote control
Extruded aluminium, powder coated
Ultra long life Carbon heating lamp (up to 10,000 hours)
880 x 195 x 85mm
IP55
Up to 12m2 outdoors
2 years (excludes lamp & remote control)*
Tip over protection, overheat protection

*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for more detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information
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Space Heating PULSAR designer space heater
Technology
Each Pulsar unit produces effective comfortable levels
of heat for very low wattage due to the perfect radiant
properties of the Pulsar design and the low wattage
required by the ceramic elements.
Application
The Pulsar is a ceiling mounted infrared heater
designed for high ceiling installations / large spaces
in constant use. Its striking appearance and heat
efficiency make Pulsar ideal for heating public spaces
in commercial areas, shops, showrooms, sports
facilities and public halls where it will be in the
public eye.

Power:

1800W, 2400W

Surface:

Black or white coated mild steel body

Elements:

4 White glazed ceramic

Protection class: IP 20
Certifications:
Warranty:

12 months*

Zero light, silent, maintenance free, long lifetime
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*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com
for more detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information

Space Heating ADVANTAGE IR2 & IR3 indoor workspace heating
Technology
The Herschel Advantage IR Heater is an ideal
workspace heater for Industrial and Workshop
applications, consisting of 2 or 3 high-emission
ceramic heating elements mounted in a directional,
reflective unit.
Application
Space heating can be used anywhere there is a
requirement to heat a large volume and where the
heaters themselves can be placed well out of reach.
So workplaces like workshops, industrial or
commercial units and warehouses make ideal
locations for heaters of this sort.

Power:

1300W, 1950W

Surface: 	Stainless steel or black powder coated
stainless steel body
Elements:

2 or 3 black or white glazed ceramic

Protection class: IP X4
Certifications:
Warranty: 	5 years (excludes Ceramic Elements
12 months)*
Zero light, silent, maintenance free, long lifetime
For Commercial Use Only
*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com
for more detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information
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Space Heating ADVANTAGE IRP4 workshop space heater
Technology
The Herschel Advantage IRP4 consists of 4 highly
emissive ceramic heating elements mounted in a
directional, reflective unit. It provides effective zone
heating in large indoor spaces using infrared heat.
Application
An ideal workshop heater for commercial and
workspace applications. Industrial or commercial
units, warehouses, assembly areas and loading bays
make ideal locations for heaters of this type. The
heaters can be zoned to localise heat and provide cost
effective heat where and when it is needed.

Power:

2600W

Surface:

Stainless steel body

Elements:

4 White FTE ceramic

Protection

class: IP 20

Certifications:
Warranty:

5 years (excludes Ceramic Elements 12 months)*

Zero light, silent, maintenance free, long lifetime
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*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for more
detail including exclusions

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information

Space Heating IR360 industrial space heater
Technology
The Herschel Advantage IR360 consists of 3 high
emitting ceramic elements mounted in one
directional and reflective unit with 360o spreading.
Application
A silent, low watt density heater providing
optimum comfort levels and a zero maintenance
solution that is ideal for commercial and
workshop applications. Focused, zoned heating
for large spaces.

Power:

1950W

Surface :

Stainless steel housing

Elements :

3 in white glazed ceramics

Protection class: IP20
Certifications:
Warranty:

5 years (excludes Ceramic Elements 12 months)*

Zero light, silent, maintenance-free, long lifetime
Only for commercial use
*Requires online registration. Refer to the warranty policy on Herschel-infrared.com for more detail including exclusions
See assembly instructions for installation heights and detailed technical information

See full Installation Instructions for mounting
heights and detailed technical information
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panel heating range
MODEL

DESCRIPTION

Always refer to Installation Manuals for mounting options and instructions before installation.
Full warranty details are available online.
POWER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

WEIGHT (kg)

HEATED AREA (m2)

TSI (Luckins)

INSPIRE WHITE ALUMINIUM PANEL - frameless
CL-200

Herschel Inspire White 250W

250 W

60 x 30 cm

4 kg

3-5

401774359

CL-300

Herschel Inspire White 350W

350 W

90 x 30 cm

5 kg

4-7

401774362

CL-400

Herschel Inspire White 420W

420 W

60 x 60 cm

6 kg

5-8

401774375

CL-500

Herschel Inspire White 550W

550 W

80 x 60 cm

8 kg

7-12

401774388

CL-750

Herschel Inspire White 750W

750 W

90 x 70 cm

10 kg

11-18

401774391

CL-750L

Herschel Inspire White 820W Long

820 W

170 x 40 cm

10 kg

11-18

401774401

CL-900

Herschel Inspire White 900W

900 W

100 x 80 cm

12 kg

13-22

401774414

CL-1200

Herschel Inspire White 1200W

1200 W

120 x 80 cm

15 kg

17-29

401774430

CL-1200L

Herschel Inspire White 1250W Long

1250 W

160 x 60 cm

15 kg

17-29

401774443

INSPIRE MIRROR PANEL - frameless		
SH-200

Herschel Inspire Mirror 250W

250 W

60 x 30 cm

5 kg

3-5

401774456

SH-300

Herschel Inspire Mirror 350W

350 W

90 x 30 cm

7 kg

4-7

401774472

SH-400

Herschel Inspire Mirror 420W

420 W

60 x 60 cm

8 kg

5-8

401774485

SH-500

Herschel Inspire Mirror 550W

550 W

80 x 60 cm

12 kg

7-12

401775536

SH-750

Herschel Inspire Mirror 750W

750 W

90 x 70 cm

16 kg

11-18

401775552

SH-900

Herschel Inspire Mirror 900W

900 W

100 x 80 cm

20 kg

13-22

401775565

SH-1200L

Herschel Inspire Mirror 1250W Long

1250 W

160 x 60 cm

25 kg

17-29

401775578

INSPIRE PICTURE PANELS - made to order
BH-200

Herschel Inspire Picture 250W

250 W

60 x 30 cm

4 kg

3-5

N/A special order

BH-300

Herschel Inspire Picture 350W

350 W

90 x 30 cm

6 kg

4-7

N/A special order

BH-400

Herschel Inspire Picture 420W

420 W

60 x 60 cm

8 kg

5-8

N/A special order

BH-500

Herschel Inspire Picture 550W

550 W

80 x 60 cm

10 kg

7-12

N/A special order
N/A special order

BH-750

Herschel Inspire Picture 750W

750 W

90 x 70 cm

13 kg

11-18

BH-900

Herschel Inspire Picture 900W

900 W

100 x 80 cm

16 kg

13-22

N/A special order

BH-1200

Herschel Inspire Picture 1200W

1200 W

120 x 80 cm

20 kg

17-29

N/A special order

INSPIRE GLASS PANEL - frameless in white and black (specify colour at point of order)			
GH-300

Herschel Inspire Glass 350W

350 W

90 x 30 cm

8 kg

4-7

401775604

GH-500

Herschel Inspire Glass 550W

550 W

80 x 60 cm

12 kg

7-12

401775691

GH-750

Herschel Inspire Glass 750W

750 W

90 x 70 cm

16 kg

11-18

401775727

GH-900

Herschel Inspire Glass 900W

900 W

100 x 80 cm

20 kg

13-22

401775772

INSPIRE BLACKBOARD 		
HB-750

Herschel Inspire Blackboard

750 W

90 x 70 x 2 cm

13 kg

11-18

404890706

HB-900

Herschel Inspire Blackboard

900 W

100 x 80 x 2 cm

16 kg

13-22

404890719

HB-1150

Herschel Inspire Blackboard

1150 W

120 x 80 x 2 cm

20 kg

17-29

404890722
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Heated areas are a guide only. We always recommend using the online calculator for panel specification or contact your dealer directly for a more detailed assessment.

SELECT WHITE PANEL - with frame
HS350-W

Herschel Select White 350W - with Frame

350 W

59.5 x 59.5 x 2.5 cm

5 kg

6-8

401774236

HS540-W

Herschel Select White 540W - with Frame

540 W

90 x 60 x 2.5 cm

7 kg

9-12

401774265

HS700-W

Herschel Select White 700W - with Frame

700 W

119.5 x 59.5 x 2.5 cm

9 kg

13-15

401774278

SELECT XL HIGH PERFORMANCE WHITE ALUMINIUM - frameless		
XL-HS250-W

Herschel Select XL White 250W - Frameless

250 W

30 x 90 x 2.5 cm

5 kg

4-6

401774281

XL-HS300-W

Herschel Select XL White 300W - Frameless

300 W

59.5 x 59.5 x 2.5 cm

6 kg

5-7

401774304

XL-HS600-W

Herschel Select XL White 600W - Frameless

600 W

100 x 65 x 2.5 cm

11 kg

11-13

401774317

XL-HS850-W

Herschel Select XL White 850W - Frameless (ceiling only)

850 W

120 x 85 x 2.5 cm

16 kg

14-21

401823569

1000 W

120 x 85 x 2.5 cm

16 kg

15-21

401823585

XL-HS1000-W
Herschel Select XL White 1000W - Frameless (wall only)
SELECT XL GLASS PANEL - frameless in white, also available in black
XL-HS500-GW

Herschel Select XL Glass White 500W - Frameless

500 W

60 x 100 x 2.5 cm

15 kg

9-12

403186356

XL-HS700-GW

Herschel Select XL Glass White 700W - Frameless

700 W

70 x 130 x 2.5 cm

22 kg

13-15

403186369

SELECT XL MIRROR - frameless		
XL-HS350-M

Herschel Select XL Mirror 350W - Frameless

350 W

66 x 66 x 2.5 cm

11 kg

6-8

403186314

XL-HS500-M

Herschel Select XL Mirror 500W - Frameless

500 W

60 x 100 x 2.5 cm

15 kg

9-12

403186330

XL-HS700-M

Herschel Select XL Mirror 700W - Frameless

700 W

70 x 130 x 2.5 cm

22 kg

13-15

403186343

space heating range

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

Always refer to Installation Manuals for mounting options and instructions before installation.
Full warranty details are available online.
POWER

DIMENSIONS (cm)

WEIGHT (kg)

HEATED ZONE INDOORS (m2)

HEATED ZONE OUTDOORS (m2)

TSI (Luckins)

ZERO LIGHT HEATERS FOR LARGE AREAS AND ZONED HEATING**
IR2-1300B

Herschel Advantage IR2 1300W Black

1300 W

51 x 10 x 17 cm

3.4 kg

6-9

N/A

401776247

IR2-1300W

Herschel Advantage IR2 1300W Silver / White

1300 W

51 x 10 x 17 cm

3.4 kg

6-9

N/A

401776263

IR3-1950B

Herschel Advantage IR3 1950W Black

1950 W

76 x 10 x 17 cm

4.4 kg

9-12

N/A

401776276

IR3-1950W

Herschel Advantage IR3 1950W Silver / White

1950 W

76 x 10 x 17 cm

4.4 kg

9-12

N/A

401776289

IRP4

Herschel IR Power 4 2600W

2600 W

75 x 40 x 11 cm

11.3 kg

12-21

N/A

401776331

IRPULSAR-2400B

Herschel Pulsar IR 2400W Black

2400 W

30 x 38 x 80 cm

28 kg

12-20

N/A

401776357

IRPULSAR-1800W

Herschel Pulsar IR 1800W White

1800 W

30 x 38 x 80 cm

28 kg

8-15

N/A

401776344

IR360-1950W

Herschel IR360

1950 W

45 x 45 x 11 cm

4 kg

10-15

N/A

401776292

ZERO LIGHT HEATERS (SHELTERED OUTSIDE AND INSIDE USE)**
IRXL2-1300

Herschel Aspect XL2 1300W

1300 W

55 x 10 x 14 cm

3.4 kg

6-9

3-6

401776315

IRXL3-1950

Herschel Aspect XL3 1950W

1950 W

80 x 10 x 14 cm

4.4 kg

9-12

4.5-9

401776328

IR-SUMMIT-2600

Herschel Summit 2600W

2600 W

140 x 16 x 5 cm

7 kg

9-16

6-9

404667463

IR-SUMMIT-2600R

Herschel Summit R 2600W (remote control)

2600 W

145 x 16 x 5 cm

8 kg

9-16

6-9

404667382

M-CALIFORNIA-2000R-B Herschel California 2000R (remote control) - Black

2000 W

78 x 13 x 14cm

3 kg

8-14

5-9

404667353

M-CALIFORNIA-2000R-S Herschel California 2000R (remote control) - Silver

2000 W

78 x 13 x 14cm

3 kg

8-14

5-9

404667366

M-CALIFORNIA-2000R-G Herschel California 2000R (remote control) - Gold

2000 W

78 x 13 x 14cm

3 kg

8-14

5-9

404667379

M-COLORADO-2500

Herschel Colorado 2500

2500 W

88 x 20 x 8 cm

3 kg

10-18

7-12

404715852

M-COLORADO-2500R

Herschel Colorado 2500R (remote control)

2500 W

88 x 20 x 8 cm

3 kg

10-18

7-12

404667382

WARM GLOW, SUNSET RANGE (OUTSIDE AND INSIDE USE)**

Heated areas are a guide only. ** Zoned heating: The heater will directly warm people and objects within the lower range of the Heated Zone (note: air movement may reduce area coverage). Within enclosed areas the thermal mass
of the building will also be heated within the entire zone. Dependent upon the property age/type, insulation levels, number of heaters used and running time this will increase the ambient temperatures. For larger commercial
projects or where different mounting heights are required we would always recommend Herschel carry out a survey or detailed desktop assessment.
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Image shows Select
XL White (left), Inspire
Picture (centre) and
Inspire Mirror (right)

Distributed by:

For further information contact:
email: info@herschel-infrared.com
www.herschel-infrared.com
Phone: +44 (0)1473 760059
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All information in this brochure is accurate at the time of printing.

